Purchase behavior prediction is one of the most important issues to promote both e-commerce companies' sales and the consumers' satisfaction. The prediction usually uses features based on the statistics of items. This kind of features can lead to the loss of detailed information of items. While all items are included, a large number of features has the negative impact on the efficiency of learning the predictive model. In this study, we propose to use the most popular items for improving the prediction. Experiments on the real-world dataset have demonstrated the effectiveness and the efficiency of our proposed method. We also analyze the reason for the performance of the most popular items. In addition, our work also reveals if interactions among most popular items are taken into account, the further significant improvement can be achieved. One possible explanation is that online retailers usually use a variety of sales promotion methods and the interactions can help to predict the purchase behavior. key words:
Introduction
As online shopping becomes popular, the behavior analysis of e-commerce customers has become an increasingly important business tool for promoting sales. Many ecommerce companies, such as Amazon in USA and Taobao in China, are looking for all possible approaches to detect customers' intent and predict their purchase behaviors. Both the consumers and online businesses benefit from this kind of prediction technique. For example, a user, who is not registered and a temporary visitor, can be attracted by recommending him the discounted item if the user's preference for this item is determined by his short-term browsing information. The ability to predict what a customer will purchase is also valuable for e-commerce companies. Exact predictions for the next purchased products make e-commerce companies to implement a product recommendation system, determine the positions of products in the result of a customer's search query, optimize the collection of products to be displayed or suggest products for customer's shopping basket.
The purchase prediction becomes a challenge when there is only the http session which consists of a list of clicks in a short time. The prediction with the short-term history Manuscript becomes an area of growing research and commercial interest in recent years. Especially, RecSys Challenge 2015 * is associated with such problem. A history of user's click behavior during a browsing session at a website of online retailer is given, and the goal is to predict whether a user will purchase at the end of this session. If a session ends with the purchase behavior, this session is called a buy session. Because the information in a session is really limited, it becomes essential to make full use of session information to help purchase behavior prediction. Participants of RecSys Challenge 2015 use a variety of statistical features based on the short-term session. Most of them ignore the detailed information of items clicked in the session. For example, the number of items clicked in a session is defined as a feature, but we do not know which items are clicked. On the other hand, if we include all items that are clicked in a session, a large number of features has a negative impact for machine learning algorithms to train the predictive model efficiently.
Our study reveals that it is more appropriate to include just most popular items than all items. If the most popular items are used by indicator features, both the effectiveness and efficiency can be enhanced for purchase behavior prediction. In addition, we find that if the interactions among most popular items can be used by the machine leaning algorithms, the further improvement can be achieved. We also investigate why the interactions play an important role based on the prices of bought items. There is a majority of bought items whose prices are zero or varied. One possible explanation is that retailers usually use sales promotion methods such as price reduction sales and "Buy one. Get one free" deals. Those promotion activities are associated with a group of items, which make the bought items affect other other, so the interactions among those items are effective in purchase behavior prediction.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 describes the problem and our approach. Experiment setup and results are discussed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we conclude our paper.
Related Work
Session-based recommendation has been researched in the music recommendation. Park et al. [7] develop a sessionbased collaborative filtering, which can use the session information to capture sequence and repetitiveness in the lis-tening process. Zheleva et al. [14] develop a session-based hierarchical graphical model using latent dirichlet allocation and show that their model could facilitate playlist completion based on previous listening sessions or songs that the user has just listened to. Dios et al. [4] explore the usage of temporal context and session diversity in session-based collaborative filtering techniques for music recommendation. Although there have been some studies in developing recommendation techniques based on the session, few work has been done to research purchase behavior prediction based on e-commerce sessions.
With respect to purchase behavior prediction, Kooti et al. [6] build a model to predict when customers are most likely to make a purchase and how much will they spend based on their emails and demographic information. Tanaka et al. [10] proposes a method for inferring the factors that trigger purchases and predicting purchases. They use the histories of item purchases and media advertisement views for each individual. Zhang et al. [13] present a system for predicting a user's purchase behaviors on e-commerce websites from the user's social media profile. Chen et al. [3] predict purchase behaviors in e-commerce based on the product impression and click behavior of advertisement. Those studies are based on the demographic information, social media profiles, or media advertisements. Compared with those researches, our work is based on a list of clicks during a browsing session at an e-commerce website. It means that short-term browsing history is just available and the prediction is required highly temporal. The most related works come from researchers [8] - [10] who participate Rec-Sys 2015 Challenge. Our study is inspired by their idea. Moreover, we analyze the reason for the performance of the most popular items and find that the interactions among features are effective in the purchase prediction.
Purchase Behavior Prediction

Problem Definition
The dataset includes train and test dataset. Train and test dataset consist of sets of sessions S train and S test respectively. Each session s is represented as a click stream
where n(s) is the number of clicks in session s, i j (s) denotes the j-th clicked item in session s, t j (s) is the time when the item i j (s) is clicked, y j (s) is one when item i j (s) is purchased at least once, and zero otherwise. A session s has the label y(s) defined as
If y(s) = 1, session s is a buy session. We are given sets of purchased items for session s ∈ S train , and are required to predict y(s) for session s ∈ S test .
Indicator Features
There are many unique items in the dataset. We regard the number of clicks on an item as the measure of its popularity, rank unique items by their number of clicks in descending order, and extract top items in different proportions. Suppose we extract top M items, that is, the most popular M items. For a session s, let V(s) be a 1 × M vector and the m-th element of V(s) is defined as
where i(s) is the set of items clicked in session s, and I m is the item which corresponds to the m-th element of V(s).
In this way, we can create a 1 × M feature vector for each session which consists of M indicator features. The indicator features enable the machine learning algorithms to item-aware parameters and learn interactions between groups of clicked items and buy sessions.
Machine Learning Algorithms
In order to validation the effect of the most popular items, we choose three typical algorithms which are Logistic Regression (LR), Factorization Machines (FM) [8] and Gradient Boosting decision tree (GB) [5] . LR can be seen as a special case of generalized linear model and the interactions among features are not taken into account. Let w i and x i be the i-th element of weight vector w and feature vector x. The LR model can be expressed as
FM is a generic approach for using factorization models to estimate pairwise interactions in the machine learning task. The FM model of order d = 2 is defined as:
GB is a powerful model for both regression and classification problems. The model consists of a number of individual decision trees and each tree is trained by the residual of previous trees. It usually produces competitive, highly robust, interpretable model, which is especially appropriate for mining from noisy data and containing high order interactions among features. The GB model is formulated as:
where T i is the i-th decision tree. The reasons of selecting these algorithms are as follows. First, their capacity to model interactions among features becomes gradually stronger from LR, FM to GB. Second, compared with SVM etc., these algorithms are appropriate for the large-scale dataset and usually used by the teams in RecSys 2015 Challenge.
Experiments
Dataset
RecSys 2015 Challenge provides a large number of sessions from an online e-commerce retailer [1] . Our experiment is based on this dataset. As shown in Table 1 , the dataset is large-scale and extremely imbalanced. There are 33 million sessions and only 5.5% of those session is buy sessions. The average number of clicks per session is about 4. It means that the click information per session is less and just 4 clicks in average is used to predict whether a session is a buy session. About 38% of all unique items are bought at least once. More than a half of all items are not purchased at all, so it is not necessary to include all items in the prediction. We randomly select 75% of sessions in the train dataset as the train-part dataset while the 25% sessions are kept as the valid-part dataset. There are two reasons why we make such split and do not conduct the cross validation on the train dataset. Firstly, we find that major improvements on the valid-part dataset are always translated to the test set. The fixed validation split is enough for the parameter tuning of models. Secondly, the train dataset is large-scale and our split can avoid the time-consuming cross validation on the large dataset. Thus, for all experiments, we use the trainpart dataset to learn a model and tune all parameters by the valid-part dataset.
Setup
We have two groups of features. One group describes basic session features and and the other is features with most popular items. The basic features used in the experiments are listed in Table 2 . Those basic features are usually used by participants of RecSys 2015 Challenge and proved to be effective for the purchase prediction. The other group is based on the most popular items. There are 52,739 unique items in train dataset, so up to additional 52,739 items are included in features. We regard the number of clicks on an item as the measure of its popularity. All unique items are ranked by their number of clicks in descending order. The top 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50% and 100% of ranked items are selected as the most popular items. We use the precision, recall and F1-score to evaluate the prediction models. As an average of the precision and recall, F1-score is used as the evaluation metric to tune parameters on the valid-part dataset. Normalization is used to scale the range of features' value and make the converge faster. We use two-sided paired approximate randomization tests to assess the statistical significance of the difference between two F1-scores with a significance level of p = 0.05.
For LR, we use LibLinear † which is a library for the linear classification. The standard L2 regularization is used in the experiments. For FM, we use LibFM † † which is an implementation of FM. Markov Chain Monte Carlo is used to learn the model. For GB, we use the XGBoost † † † library. We concentrate on the binary classification with the logistic loss function, and use tree boosters and L2 regularization term on weights.
Result and Discussion
As shown in Table 3 , the performance can be enhanced when the most popular items are included with different machine learning algorithms. For a machine learning algorithm, the F1-score with more stars is significantly better than that with less stars. The improvement with most popular items is more significant than without them. When the top 5% of the most popular items are added, the best effectiveness is achieved. When more items are included, the improvement is not significant, but the more time and memory are required to train the model. The top 5% is the recommended proportion based on both the effectiveness and the efficiency. For machine learning algorithms, GB achieve the best performance and the FM outperforms LR. We would like to know why most popular items can enhance the performance. The reason may be that the most popular items tend to be bought, and the sessions which include the most popular items are more likely to be buy session.
The performances become better from LR, FM to GB. LR does not consider the interactions among features while FM is able to estimate pairwise interactions and GB can model the high order interactions. In order to explain why interactions play a significant role in the prediction, we investigate the prices of bought items. It is found that when at least two items are bought simultaneously in some sessions, one of them is bought at the zero price. There are 275,407 sessions which consist of an item whose price is zero and account for about 54% out of all buy sessions. The promotion activities (e.g. "Buy one. Get one free" deals or free gifts) possibly happen in those sessions. In addition, we find that the prices of some bought items vary in different sessions, but do not equal zero. There are 106,604 sessions which consist of items whose price are reduced and account for about 21% out of all buy sessions. In most cases, the price reduction is due to discount activities such as "20% off once purchase up to 200" sales or the coupons. Retailers usually use sales promotion methods such as discount sales and "three for the price of two" deals. Therefore, the clicked items in a session affect each other and the interactions also determine the buy behavior. The interaction can be learn by FM and GB, rather than LR. Thus, GB and FM outperform LR. GB is better than FM because GB can model high order interactions among features.
Conclusions
In this paper, we explore to use most popular items for purchase behavior prediction. Experimental results show that indicator features based on the most popular items are a promising way to improve the prediction with different machine learning algorithms. This is a supplement of traditional features. We give the explanation for the performance of the most popular items. In addition, we reveal that the interactions among most popular items are effective for predicting the purchase behavior. One possible explanation is that online retailers usually use sales promotion methods and the interactions can help to predict the purchase behavior.
In the future, it is interesting to explore other features for the purchase prediction. We also wish to validate our work on more datasets.
